Specifying I/O using Abstract Nested Hoare Triples in Separation Logic
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Abstract
We propose a separation logic-based approach for modular specification and verification of the I/O behavior of a program. The approach uses higher-order separation logic predicates to express abstract nested Hoare triples that abstractly associate a precondition and a postcondition with an I/O action. The approach supports verifying higher-level I/O actions built on top of lower-level ones (e.g. the I/O abstractions offered by the programming language’s standard library, implemented on top of system calls), as well as virtual I/O actions that in fact only manipulate memory, against specifications that are indistinguishable from those of the “primitive I/O actions”.
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1 The Problem of Specifying I/O Behavior
We introduce the problem addressed by this paper, as well as our proposed approach to address it, in the context of our VeriFast [3, 10] approach and tool for modular formal verification of C programs.¹ VeriFast takes as input a C compilation unit, annotated with function specifications, as well as other specification constructs such as abstract predicates that describe the layout of data structures and proof hints such as loop invariants, written in a variant of separation logic [6] inside specially marked comments. It performs symbolic execution of each function, starting from a symbolic state that represents an arbitrary state that satisfies the precondition, and checking at every return point that the symbolic state satisfies the postcondition. Symbolic execution of function calls uses the callee’s specification, not its implementation. If the tool reports “0 errors found” for all compilation units of a program, then, barring bugs in the tool, and assuming that the specifications provided for the system APIs used by the program are sound, all possible executions of the program are free of undefined behavior and comply with the stated specifications.

In this paper, we consider the problem of modular verification of the interactive (I/O) behavior of programs such as the following:

```c
#include <stdio.h>

int main() {
    putchar('h');
    putchar('i');
    return 0;
}
```

This program uses the putchar function from the C standard library, declared in header file stdio.h, to output the message “hi” to the standard output stream. However, the default version of stdio.h currently shipping with VeriFast does not allow us to specify this: its specification for putchar is simply

```c
void putchar(char c);
//@ requires true;
//@ ensures true;
```

allowing us to verify the specification

```c
int main();
//@ requires true;
//@ ensures true;
```

¹VeriFast supports Java as well.
for our program, the same specification satisfied also by the program that outputs "bye", or nothing at all.

2 Abstract Nested Hoare Triples

2.1 Basic Idea

Our proposed approach for specifying and verifying the I/O behavior of programs in separation logic is to associate a higher-order separation logic predicate with each I/O action, which we call its transition predicate. We use an I/O action's transition predicate to abstractly associate precondition-postcondition pairs with the I/O action. In this paper, we adopt the convention of naming a transition predicate after its associated I/O action, with an underscore appended at the end. For example, the assertion putchar_(P, c, Q) uses the transition predicate putchar_ to associate precondition P and postcondition Q with the action of outputting the character c. Here, P and Q are values of type predicate, i.e. they are themselves separation logic predicates. Notice that such assertions are in fact abstract versions of nested Hoare triples [9]; therefore, we call them abstract nested Hoare triples.

We can use them to specify function putchar very abstractly as follows:

```c
/*@ predicate putchar_(predicate) P, char c, predicate Q; */
void putchar(char c);
//@ requires putchar_(?P, c, ?Q) &*& P();
//@ ensures Q();
```

Here, ?P is VeriFast syntax for introducing a logical variable P, and &*& is the separating conjunction. The scope of a logical variable introduced in a function specification’s precondition is the entire specification, i.e. the precondition and the postcondition. Logical variables introduced in the precondition are universally quantified at the level of the specification. That is, the meaning of the above specification is that for any predicates P and Q, if putchar_(P, c, Q) and (separately) P hold in a given state, then putchar(c) may be called, and after such call, putchar_(P, c, Q) and (some resources described by) P() will have been consumed and (some resources described by) Q() will have been produced.

We can now specify our example program as follows:

```c
int main();
/*@ requires putchar_(?P1, 'h', ?P2) &*& putchar_(?P2, 'i', ?P3) &*& P1(); */
//@ ensures P3();
```

According to this specification, function main starts out with (some resources described by) P1(). Per transition predicate putchar_(P1, 'h', P2), this allows it to output 'h'. (It does not allow it to output 'i' at this point, since to do so it would need P2(), which it does not yet have.) By outputting 'h', it loses P1() but gains P2(). Then, by outputting 'i', it loses P2() and gains P3(), which allow it to satisfy its postcondition and terminate.

Notice that this specification expresses the desired property: it states that main shall only ever output a prefix of "hi", and furthermore, that if it returns, it shall have outputted exactly "hi".

Note: we will sometimes refer to the predicates used as the precondition or postcondition argument of transition predicates, such as the predicates P1, P2, and P3 in the specification of main above, as places, and to assertions that assert such a place, such as P1() and P3() in the specification of main, as tokens; indeed, the precondition of main can be read as specifying a Petri net with a transition from place P1 to P2 labelled by action putchar('h') and a transition from P2 to P3 labelled by action putchar('i'), and with a single token at place P1. Firing the two transitions causes the token to move from place P1 to place P3. However, the reader can ignore this analogy if they do not find it useful.

2.2 Building Higher-Level Actions

This approach straightforwardly supports defining higher-level I/O actions on top of lower-level ones. For example, consider the function putc_beep, defined in terms of putchar and some imagined I/O action beep:

```c
/*@ predicate putc_beep_(pr P, char c, pr Q) = putchar_(P, c, ?Q) &*& beep_(?R); */
void putc_beep(char c)
//@ requires putc_beep_(?P, c, ?Q) &*& P();
//@ ensures Q();
{ putchar(c); beep(); }
```

Notice that, even though function putc_beep is not a primitive I/O action, clients cannot tell this from its specification; its form is exactly analogous to that of putchar. (Note: the syntax ?R in a predicate definition introduces an existentially quantified logical variable. The definition means: putc_beep_(P, c, Q) holds if and only if there exists a predicate R such that putc_beep_(P, c, R) holds and, separately, beep_(R, Q) holds.)

2.3 Underspecification

Besides elegantly supporting transparently building higher-level I/O operations on top of lower-level ones, this approach has the additional feature of elegantly supporting underspecification, in two forms: in the form of alternative paths of transition predicates between two places (predicates) P and Q, and in the form of enabling multiple concurrent paths of transition predicates by splitting and joining places. In the following example, we use both forms to express that the program may print either "hi!" or "hey!", and that furthermore, the program must beep at some point after printing the "h" and before printing the "i".
The approach we propose here has evolved from earlier work. That earlier work supports the features shown so far, but it does not support the features we show in the remainder of this paper.

2.4 Input

Another feature of the approach is elegant support for specifying input actions, and specifying how a program’s behavior should depend on the values retrieved from the environment. Furthermore, it supports expressing assumptions about such values, as illustrated by the following example:

void toUpper()
/*@ requires getchar_((?P1, ?c, ?P2)) &*&
   'a' <= c &*& c <= 'z' &*&
   putchar_((P2, c - 'a' + 'A', ?P3)) &*& P1(); */
//@ ensures P3();
( char c = getchar(); putchar(c - 'a' + 'A'); )

where getchar’s specification is as follows:

char getchar();
/*@ requires getchar_((?P, ?c, ?Q)) &*& P(); */
//@ ensures Q() &*& result == c;

Notice that in this approach, a function’s precondition may refer to the values yielded by input actions that the program has yet to perform; this can be thought of as a form of prophecy variables. For example, in the precondition of getchar, logical variable c refers to the character that the program will receive from the environment when it calls getchar.

The approach we propose here has evolved from earlier work [7]. That earlier work supports the features shown so far, but it does not support the features we show in the remainder of this paper.

2.5 I/O and Memory

Our approach supports transparently implementing higher-level I/O operations in terms of a combination of lower-level I/O operations and memory manipulation. For example, consider the following implementation of the flush and putchar:

int main();
//@ requires putchar_((?P1, 'h', sep(P2, P3))) &*&
   &*& putchar_((P2, '?', ?P4))
   &*& putchar_((P2, 'e', ?P5)) &*&
   putchar_((P5, 'y', ?P4)) &*& beep_((P3, ?P6)) &*&
   putchar_((sep(P4, P6), '?', ?P7)) &*&
   P1(); @*/
//@ ensures P7();

where sep(P, Q) denotes the separating conjunction of predicates P and Q, as a value of type predicate(). (VeriFast does not support directly writing sep(P, Q) in a value position.) (To continue the Petri net analogy, a transition predicate whose precondition/postcondition is of the form sep(P1, P2) can be thought of as a transition with multiple incoming/outgoing arrows, consuming/producing a token at each incoming/outgoing place.)

C standard library functions in terms of the write system call:

char buffer[1000];
int count;
//@ predicate buffer_token(list<char> cs, pr Q) =
   count |-> ?n &*&
   buffer[..n] |-> cs &*& buffer[n..1000] |-> _ &*&
   write_(P, cs, ?Q) &*& P();
//@
void flush()
//@ requires buffer_token(_, ?Q);
//@ ensures buffer_token(_, Q); {write(buffer, count); count = 0; }
void putchar(char c)
//@ requires buffer_token(_, ?P) &*& write_(P, {c}, ?Q);
//@ ensures buffer_token(_, Q);
{ if (count == 1000) flush();
   buffer[count++] = c; }

() and (c) are VeriFast syntax for the empty list and the singleton list containing character c, respectively. We can verify these functions against the stated specifications, if we assume the following (simplified) declaration of write:

/*@ predicate write_char_(pr P, char c, pr Q) =
   write_char_(pr P, c, ?R) &*& write_(R, cs0, Q);
predicate write_(pr P, list<char> cs, pr Q) =
   switch (cs) {
     case nil: return Q == P;
     case cons(c, cs0): return
       write_char_(P, c, ?R) &*& write_(R, cs0, Q); }
*/
//@ void write(char *buffer, int count);
//@ requires buffer[..count] |-> ?cs &*&
   write_((?P, cs, ?Q) &*& P()); @*/
//@ ensures Q();

The predicate buffer_token(cs, Q) asserts ownership of the global variables count and buffer, as well as a token P() that allows the program to obtain a token at Q (i.e. to obtain Q()) by writing the contents cs of the buffer. The specification for putchar states that, given a token that allows the program to reach Q after flushing the pre-state buffer and then writing c, it produces a token that allows the program to reach Q after flushing the post-state buffer.

This specification is fine, except that it is different from the specification for putchar we saw earlier. The specification we really want is the following:

void putchar(char c);
//@ requires putchar_((?P, c, ?Q)) &*& P();
//@ ensures Q();

This is a simplification; the real function is called fflush and takes the stream to be flushed as an argument.
Fortunately, however, we can match the two specifications by defining `putchar` appropriately:

```c
predicate_ctor buffer_token1(pr Q)() = buffer_token1(\_, Q);
predicate gchar_char((pr P, char c, pr Q)) = write_(\_P, (c), ?Q0) &&
   P == buffer_token1(P0) &&
   Q == buffer_token1(Q0);
```

(The `predicate constructor` `buffer_token1` allows the assertion `buffer_token1(_, Q)`, for some particular `Q`, to be used as a value of type `predicate()`.) In fact, we can make any function specification

```c
void foo(int arg);
//@ requires P(arg, ?x);
//@ ensures Q(x);
```

match an "I/O-style" specification

```c
void foo(int arg);
//@ requires foo_(?P1, arg, ?Q1) && P1();
//@ ensures Q1();
```

by defining the transition predicate `foo_` as

```c
predicate_ctor P0(int arg, X x)() = P(arg, x);
predicate_ctor Q0(X x)() = Q(x);
predicate foo_(pr P1, int arg, pr Q1) =
   exists(_x) && P1 == P0(arg, x) && Q1 == Q0(x);
```

Similarly, we can prove an I/O-style specification for `flush`:

```c
predicate_ctor buffer_token0(pr Q)() = buffer_token0(\_, Q);
predicate gchar_char((pr P, char c, pr Q)) = write_(\_P, (c), ?Q0) &&
   P == buffer_token0(P0) &&
   Q == buffer_token0(Q0);
```

Consider now a variant of the above program, where `main` uses both the high-level `putchar` operation and the low-level `beep` operation:

```c
int main()
{ /*@ requires beep_(?P1, ?P2) &&& putchar_(?P2, 'h', ?P3)
   &&& flush_(?P3, ?P4) &&& P1(); @*/
   beep_(?Q1, ?Q2) &&& write_(?Q2, ('h'), ?Q3)
   &&& Q1() &&& module(stdin, true); @*/
   return main(); }
```

Notice that we cannot verify the call of `main` in `start`: to prove `beep_(_P1, _P2)` we only have `beep_(_Q1, _Q2)` available; therefore, we must instantiate `_P1` with `_Q1` and `_P2` with `_Q2`. However, the unknown predicate `_Q2` is not (necessarily) of the form `buffer_token1(\_)`, as required by `putchar_`. In fact, we know `_Q1` and therefore `_Q2`) does not include ownership of the global variables `count` and `buffer`, since we have `_Q1()` and separately `module(stdin, true)`. However, `putchar` needs access to these variables.

Notice, however, that we can solve this problem if we can assume a `frame axiom` for transition predicate `beep_`:

```c
beep_(_Q1, _Q2) => beep_(_sep(_Q1, ebuf), _sep(_Q2, ebuf))
```

similar to the Frame Rule of separation logic, as applied to function call `beep_:

```c
FRAME
   { _Q1 } beep_ { _Q2 }
   { _Q1 & ebuf } beep_ { _Q2 & ebuf };
```

where `ebuf()` asserts ownership of the empty buffer:

```c
predicate ebuf() = count _-> \_ &&& buffer[..1000] _-> _;
```

To enable this type of scenario, we therefore introduce a convention that each transition predicate shall be accompanied by such a frame axiom. In VeriFast, this takes the form of a `lemma function`, a type of ghost function:

```c
//@
lemma void beep__frame(pr R);
   requires beep_(_P, _Q);
   ensures beep_(_sep(P, R), _sep(P, Q)); @*/
```
This lemma almost allows us to verify function start above. The only problem is that while sep(Q2, ebuf) implies buffer_token(Q2), it is not equivalent and hence not equal to it. To complete the proof, we also need a weakening property:

\[ P_0 \Rightarrow P_1 \quad Q_0 \Rightarrow Q_1 \]

\[ beep(P1, Q0) \Rightarrow beep(P0, Q1) \]

analogous to Hoare logic’s Rule of Consequence applied to a beep() call:

CONSEQ

\[ P_0 \Rightarrow P_1 \]

\[ \{ P_1 \} beep \{ Q_0 \} \quad Q_0 \Rightarrow Q_1 \]

\[ \{ P_0 \} beep \{ Q_1 \} \]

So, by also introducing the convention that each transition predicate shall be accompanied by a weakening axiom, we enable support for verifying programs where some function specifications mix I/O actions of different abstraction levels.

Note: we can easily make our definitions of putchar_ and flush_ above satisfy the frame and weakening properties as well by adapting them as follows:

**predicate** putchar_(pr P, char c, pr Q) =

```c
write(?P0, (c), ?Q0) &*&
exists<pr>(?R) &*&
implies(P, sep(buffer_token(?P0), ?R)) &*&
implies(sep(buffer_token(?Q0), ?R), Q);
```

**predicate** flush_(pr P, pr Q) =

```c
exists<pr>(?R) &*&
implies(P, sep(buffer_token(?P), ?R)) &*&
implies(sep(buffer_token(?Q), ?R), Q);
```

This allows these I/O actions to be mixed in function specifications with even higher-level ones.

### 2.7 Virtual Input

Clearly, our approach also supports I/O-style specifications for purely “virtual I/O actions”, such as those of Java’s `BufferedReader` class, which simply appends any “outputted” bytes to an in-memory buffer. A more interesting instance of this is in the context of the verification of multithreaded programs, where threads communicate through shared queues. One might want to verify each thread in such a way that their proof can be reused unchanged if one later decides to run the threads in separate processes or on separate machines, communicating via sockets. Our approach enables this, by enabling I/O-style specifications for the shared queue operations; these can then later be replaced transparently by actual I/O operations, such as socket operations.

Notice, however, that in our proposed specification style for input operations, as illustrated by the specification of getchar above, the input operation’s transition predicate takes the operation’s result as an argument. In general, to construct a definition for such a transition predicate for a virtual input operation, prophecy variables are needed. Consider for example a (contrived) implementation of getchar in terms of a random number generator:

```c
char getchar() {
    for (;;) {
        int x = rand();
        if ('a' <= x && x <= 'z')
            return x;
    }
}
```

where the specification of rand() is:

```c
int rand() {
    //@ requires true;
    //@ ensures true;
}
```

This implementation of getchar returns some arbitrary lowercase letter. We now want to verify the following program:

```c
char buffer;
void putchar(char c) {
    buffer = c;
}
int main() {
    //@ requires true;
    //@ ensures 'A' <= result && result <= 'Z';
    toUpperCase();
    return c;
}
```

Here, we use function `toUpperCase` specified and verified above.

In order to be able to reuse the existing proof of `toUpperCase` in the proof of this program, we need to verify our implementation of `getchar` against the specification shown above. We can do so by using an encoding of prophecy variables into VeriFast as follows:

```c
typedef long long pvar;
//@
define set fixpoint(int, bool)
```
Note that the functions create_pvar and pvar_assign are declared in this VeriFast encoding as real functions, not as ghost functions, even though they are in fact no-ops at run time. This is necessary for soundness: if pvar_assign was a ghost operation, we could v + 1 to the prophecy variable, where v is the prophecized value, leading to the contradiction v + 1 = v. To eliminate this hack, we plan to equip VeriFast with support for multiple levels of ghost code, to ensure that the prophecized value is “more ghost” than the prophecy variable assignment operation.

We can now prove the example program as follows, using the frame properties for getchar_ and putchar_ to frame off ownership of global variables p and buffer, respectively:

```verifast
pvar p;
char buffer;

fixpoint bool lc(int x) { return 'a' <= x && x <= 'z'; }

predicate ctor getoptchar_pre(char c) = p |-> ?x &*& xvar(x, lc, c);
predicate getoptchar_post() = p |-> _;
predicate getoptchar_(pr P, char c, pr Q) =
  exists<pr>(?R) &*&
  implies(P, sep(getchar_pre(c), R) &*&
  implies(sep(getchar_post, R), Q));
predicate getoptchar_post(c) = buffer |-> _;
predicate getoptchar_post(c) =
  exists<pr>(?R) &*&
  implies(P, sep(getchar_pre(c), R) &*&
  implies(sep(getchar_post(c), R), Q));
@end

char getchar()
/*@ requires getoptchar_(?P, ?c, ?Q) &*& P();
/*@ ensures Q() &*& result == c;
{ for (;;) {
    int x = rand();
    if ('a' <= x && x <= 'z') {
      pvar_assign(p, x);
      return x;
    }
  }
}

void putchar(char c)
/*@ requires putchar_(?P, ?c, ?Q) &*& P();
/*@ ensures Q();
{ buffer = c; }
int main()
/*@ requires module(main, true);
/*@ ensures module(main, false);
{ close pvar_params(lc, 'a');
  p = create_pvar();
  toupper();
  return c;
}
```

3 Related Work

Our earlier work [7] proposed a specification style for I/O based on notions of Petri nets and tokens built into the logic. In that logic, I/O-style specifications cannot be interpreted as predicates about memory, preventing the use of I/O-style specifications for semi-virtual (e.g. buffered) or fully virtual I/O operations.

Férée et al. [1] performed a separation-logic based machine-checked verification of a number of classical UNIX command-line tools largely implemented as shallowly embedded functions in HOL4. Their specifications for the I/O operations are in terms of a separation logic predicate STDIO(fs) where fs reflects the state of the file system.

Ho et al. [2] propose an approach for proof-producing synthesis of imperative programs with I/O from monadic functions of higher-order logic. For reasoning about I/O, they use the same approach as Férée et al. [1].

Koh et al. [4] used the Verified Software Toolchain to produce a machine-checked separation logic-based proof of the functional correctness of a simple networked server written in C. In their approach, specifications of I/O operations are in terms of a separation logic predicate ITree(t) where t is an interaction tree, a coinductive (i.e. lazy) tree of I/O operations (and (angelic) choice points. Branching occurs on choice points and on the result values (i.e. inputs) yielded by I/O operations. Their trees do not seem to be able express assumptions about the environment.

4 Conclusion

In this short paper, we outlined an approach for modular reasoning about the I/O behavior of programs in a VeriFast-like setting. It supports building higher-level I/O operations on top of lower-level ones, mixing I/O operations of varying abstraction levels in function specifications, and treating semi-virtual or fully virtual I/O operations as if they were primitive ones.

The technical report accompanying this paper [8] offers a formal definition of the syntax and semantics of a programming language with I/O, a formal definition and soundness proof of the proposed logic, and formalized versions of a buffered I/O example and a virtual I/O example involving a multithreaded chat server where threads communicate through a shared queue. The examples shown in the technical report have been formalized both in VeriFast and in Coq; for the latter, we used the Iris [5] library for separation logic reasoning about concurrent higher-order programs.

Note: the technical report proposes a formalization of prophecy variables. We explicitly do not claim that part as a contribution of this paper; we are preparing a paper on that topic for submission elsewhere.
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